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Dear Mr Shevlin,

HIE
Highlands and Islands Enterprise
lomairt na Gaidhealtachd 's nan [lean

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the recommendations set out in the recent Audit Scotland
report "Superfast broadband for Scotland: a progress update".

We are pleased that the report recognises the progress being made to improve broadband across the
Highlands and Islands. BT are on track to meet their contractual targets and, through efficiency savings
and gainshare, additional coverage of more than 6,000 premises will be delivered by the end of 2017.
There may well be scope for even more.

We think it is important to remember that the commercial rollout in the Highlands and Islands was 21%
overall and 0% in each of the three Islands Authorities so the increased coverage as a result of this
project is significant. Elsewhere the report states that roll−out has concentrated on the easier to areas —
this is true in absolute terms but hides the fact that roll−out is reaching many deeply rural areas such as —
Balvicar, Rogart, Tomintoul, Westray, Hillswick and Eriskay.

The report states that overall rural councils receive lower average speeds. This is true but is primarily
due to the nature of existing basic broadband provision rather than the quality of the superfast rollout. A
significant minority of telephone exchanges in the Highlands and Islands have Exchange Activate which
has a maximum download of 0.5Mbps. Many of the others have ADSL Max exchanges which provide
"up to 8Mbps" ADSL broadband. Only a relatively few have the "up to 20Mbps" ADSL2+ broadband
which is the norm in urban areas.

There are also a relatively higher proportion of customers in rural exchange on "long lines" who
experience lower speeds than those customers closer to the exchange. Therefore even before the
introduction of superfast broadband customers in rural councils received lower average basic broadband
speeds

The Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) technology being delivered under our contract with BT is exactly the
solution being used by them in urban areas. Therefore urban and rural customers a similar distance from
their cabinet will receive similar speeds. To date BT reports that 79% of the customers connected under
the programme are receiving speeds of 24Mbps or above. However, it is the case that a higher
proportion of rural customers are likely to be at a distance from their cabinet and therefore average
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speeds will be lower. Nevertheless the majority of customers will be getting higher broadband speeds
than previously, even where these are not "superfast".

Specific comments in relation to the Recommendations:

R2: HIE continues to stimulate demand through marketing and promotion related to the roll−out and
through a programme of businesses support initiatives to assist businesses to make more efficient use of
digital technologies. Take−up is now trending over 30%.

R3: The £42m funding sits with the Scottish Government. The current EU state aid approval requires that
any additional funding allocated to extend coverage, is the subject of a new procurement exercise and
cannot be allocated to the existing contract with BT. HIE is working with the Government's Digital
Directorate to development a procurement strategy to use the £42m and any additional funds that will be
required to meet the Scottish Government's 100% commitment.

R4: HIE continues to press BT to submit claims as soon as possible.

R5: Until the nature of the next phase of procurements is agreed and HIE's responsibilities are
understood, HIE has chosen not to extent its digital team. However, HIE remains ready to recruit an
additional post, if this is required.

R6: HIE passes all data in relation to its contract with BT to the Scottish Government so that a uniform
picture of performance is available.

Yours sincerely

Charlotte Wright
Interim Chief Executive
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